Lakshadweep – Paradise on earth
We all have our own imagination of a perfect holiday trip – going to such a spot where all
is perfect and is a paradise. Though I have been to several places, but I really found my
PARADISE in Lakshadweep.
The booking for our 5 day cruise trip (SAMUDRAM) was made well in advance through
SPORTS - the government agency that takes care of tourism activities in Lakshadweep.
(SAMUDRAM is a 5 days cruise to visit the islands of Kavaratti, Kalpeni & Minicoy by
ship- M.V Kavaratti. The island tour is organized during day with lunch & snacks ashore
and nights are spent on board). After completing the security check at Kochi, we headed to
board the colossal M V Kavaratti.

The gigantic ship was an experience in itself – numerous cabins & passages all fitted with
announcement speakers, a swimming pool, cafeteria, entertainment room, hospital, helipad
etc. Excitement knew no bound when the engines soared & the horns blew. We sailed and
cruised on high tide, so thrilled and excited to feel the gush of fresh air, to see the trails of

ship in water which changed its color with the sunset. That reminiscence fills me with a
craving to transform it into poetry.
Next day morning, sitting on the deck of the ship was my first sunrise on a ship, with the sea
enveloping us on all sides. The dark colored blue sky overhead surrendered to the
advancing golden light emanating from the bright sun.

After sometime, I caught my first glimpse of the Kavratti Island – the capital of
Lakshadweep. I was so mesmerized to see how beautiful the island - a long belt of dark
green, surrounded by pure white sands & turquoise blue colored lagoon with coral reefs
marked by dark blots. I wondered how explorers must have felt chancing upon such
extraordinary beauty in their travels.
I watched in dismay as we advanced in a small motorboat which carried the passengers to
the jetty. It was a breathtaking view all around, like I was transformed to another world.
On reaching, the resort I rushed for ski riding & it was ultimate thrill - the gush of water,
the speed of the jet ski, the color changing blue green seawater around – the memory still
gives me adrenaline rush. Then I went off for a glass bottom boat ride which gave an
amazing view of corals & underwater creatures. The trip would’ve been complete without
penetrating myself under the water to actually experience the colorful coral & unique

marine life. Snorkeling & diving through the underwater world seemed little more than a
dream.

After satiating my hunger with finger licking sea food, had a short nap & then headed to
the Marine Museum which exhibits the beauty of the exquisite species of marine life. A local
folk dance was organized by SPORTS after which we headed back to the ship with memories
for lifetime. The ocean seemed to swell & rush forward rhythmically. It was not long before
I was lulled to sleep by the music of the gently rolling waves and the tiredness ofcourse.
Next day morning woke up and peeped through my window to see yet another amazing view.
This island was Minicoy. The water here had a distinctive, bright radiance, leaving us
awestruck. The island features a lighthouse which was a perfect prelude to the beach
experience. On the top of the lighthouse it felt like a piece of heaven, it greeted us with such
architectural beauty of nature that stunned us to a surreal world.

We then headed to the resort. I instantly fell in love with the place. After quickly clicking
some pictures I couldn’t stop myself from jumping into the water. The water was so clear
aqua blue in color, I felt as though I was in a gigantic pool in a dreamland, swimming along
with these beautiful colorful creatures of the ocean. I doubt there is a cleaner beach in the
world than this. I was thoroughly awestruck by the beauty of this underwater fantasy land

while doing scuba diving and snorkeling. The colors of fish were striking and mind-boggling
to say the least. The lagoon here offered excellent experience of surfing & kayaking.

After having lunch, I just laid back to admire the beauty around. The entire sky turning a
magical blue and amalgamating with the color of the sea. It was magnificent would be an
understatement. It makes you want to relax, feel the wind, and never leave. But eventually,
we had to - headed to the ship again. Minicoy was probably the most picturesque place I
have ever seen in my life.
By now it had become a routine to sleep our cabins, have food in the dining room, hang out
on the deck and see the moonlight beautify the waters.
Next day morning we reached Kalpeni Island. We were taken to the beach resort through
roads elegantly framed by coconut trees on both sides. The water here was greenish blue in
color and the unique feature was the coral debris along the banks of the island. Amazing
flora and fauna of this place makes it a small world of its own. Kalpeni is intricately formed
out of three small satellite islands. We were taken to another island for water sports.

After lunch we visited the coconut factory and the village. A local folk dance was performed
by the fishermen.

We were then taken to a beach which was very unique – huge shallow calm lagoon on one
side with reef made of coral boulders blocks and wild sea on the other. Here made my
castles with the white sand, soaked the sun & got that perfect tan.
Then was the time to head back to ship which took us to Kochi and the trip came to an end
with endless memories. I close my eyes and I can still feel like I am back there relishing the
panoramas of that PARADISE. The clear waters that sparkles as the sun shines upon it;
untainted white beaches; abundant marine life; bands of coconut trees; lagoons in a rich
pastoral setting; a laid back relaxing getaway in a cozy atmosphere – that leads to an
openness of thoughts. If that doesn’t sound enthralling, nothing else would. The
extraordinary beauty & fairly untouched environment with an old-world charm, traditional
lifestyle coupled with the exciting water sports can beat any amount of stress that you had
prior to your visit.
Thinking of holidaying in PARADISE. Think no further – head to Lakshadweep.

